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References Further reading External links Category:Molecular
biology Category:Molecular biology techniques Category:Applied
mathematics Category:MicroarraysQ: What does the "-" do in
JavaCC? Possible Duplicate: JavaCC - what does “-” mean in tokens
What does this "-", do? In the language grammar the - just follows
token and I didn't find it on the list of token... A: From the
specification: (...) It must be followed by a token. If it is not
preceded by a regular character, it can be followed only by a line
comment. (...) A: The - signifies that it is a lexical rule. This is from
the JavaCC grammar link that @ChrisRiddle has posted above: /-
{c= c c } | {c= c c } | {c= c c } Samsung SGH-i690 The Samsung
SGH-i690 or Samsung i690 was a smartphone manufactured and
sold by Samsung (then Samsung Mobile) from 2003 to 2004.
Designed as an analogue to the popular 3-way flip phones such as
Motorola 3-way and Sony Clié, Samsung released the i690 as a low-
end handset. Its flip design, however, was not adopted by the British
market. The i690 had a 4 line LCD screen and came with an inbuilt
digital camera with 2.0 megapixel. The phone also had an integrated
MP3 player with a built in phonebook. The phone was marketed with
a unique 3-tone sound-style, which is somewhat similar to the Nokia
1100/1250/1275/1280/1290 (which were actually been the same
phone in a different region) music player, and has a slight drenched
metallic feel that's quite different from the more plastic-feeling
Samsung pagers of the past ba244e880a
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